WHAT ARE SOME TYPICAL
FEATURES OF BRT?
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WHAT IS THE US-1 MULTIMODAL
CORRIDOR STUDY?
The US-1 corridor crosses many communities in Palm
Beach County and connects thousands of residents to
employment, shopping, education, recreation, and other
activities. With 20% of the County’s jobs and over 10%
of its population, US-1 also carries the highest ridership
among all of Palm Tran’s transit routes. Although people
walk and bicycle along US-1 to access transit and the many
destinations along the corridor, sidewalks and bicycles
facilities are missing in some areas.
The Palm Beach Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
is conducting a US-1 Multimodal Corridor Study to develop
a comprehensive plan to improve transit as well as connect
sidewalks and bicycle facilities along the corridor from
Camino Real in Boca Raton to Indiantown Road in Jupiter.
The study also includes a Health Impact Assessment (HIA)
to aid in the decision making process and help to identify
choices that improve public health through community
design. The HIA will provide a better understanding of the
impacts the US-1 multimodal improvements could have on
the overall health of the communities along the corridor.
For more information about this effort, visit:
US1PBCorridorStudy.com

WHAT IS CORRIDOR-BASED BRT?
•
•
•

Can run in mixed traffic
or exclusive rights-ofway
Makes a substantial
investment in a corridor
Stations typically spaced
between ½ mile and 2
miles

•
•
•

Buses and stations have
strong branding/image
Traffic signal priority for
buses
Short headway times
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Use signal priority to hold a
green light long enough for
the bus to get through the
intersection or change a red
light to green more quickly as
a bus approaches.

Off-board ticketing
allows riders to
purchase tickets
before boarding.
Without needing to
pay the driver, riders
can board the bus
more quickly through
any of several doors.
Signs at bus stops can show
real-time arrival information.

Curb-level boarding ensures the
height of the curb at the bus stop
matches the bus floor for easy
boarding for all users.

PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE SAFETY IS A
CONCERN ALONG US-1
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15 Fatalities, which All Occurred in Dark or Dusk
(Between 2011-2016)
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Most bus rapid transit
systems feature a slightly
modern and sleek
exterior design.

WHY STUDY US-1?
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Access to free wi-fi and
power outlets for riders.

More substantial
stations with shelters,
seating, and public art;
and spaced farther
apart than regular bus
(1 to 2 miles).
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Bicycle racks could be included either
on the front of the bus or inside the bus.
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Two to three
doors for quicker
loading and
unloading.
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82% of Bicycle Crashes
Occurred in Locations with No
Bicycle Lane
(Bicycle Lanes and Sidewalks are
Missing in Some Sections of US-1)

US-1 IS A KEY CORRIDOR FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY’S RESIDENTS

Buses could arrive
every 10 minutes
during peak times.

Source: An adaptation of The Wall Street
Journal Building a Better Bus illustration.

US-1 LINKS
OUR REGION IN
MULTIMODAL
WAYS

8,600 Daily Transit Riders
(Highest Ridership Route
in the County)

68,000 Residents
(13% of Palm Beach County’s Residents)
102,000 Workers
(19% of Palm Beach County’s Jobs)

11-000 to 32,000
Daily Vehicle Trips

HEALTH
US-1
HEALTH IMPACT ASSESSMENT
IMPACT
ASSESSMENT
HIA FOR US-1
(HIA)

A Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is a process that
analyzes and quantifies how a policy or investment
influences people’s health.

GOALS
•

Improve access to
jobs and education

•

Improve access
to health and
community service

OTHER
INDICATORS

•

Improve safety for
pedestrians and
bicyclists

Social
Equality

•

Support
development /
redevelopment
along the corridor

PURPOSE

An HIA can help
decision-makers
understand
how pedestrian,
bicycle, and transit
investments can
benefit or impact
the health of the
communities along
the US-1 Corridor
and help decisionmakers prioritize
these investments. It
can also help suggest
other policy changes
that positively affect
health outcomes.

Quality
of Life

WHAT ARE SOME INDICATORS THAT LINK PEDESTRIAN, BICYCLE, AND
TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS TO HEALTH?
SAFETY FOR
WALKING & BICYCLING
The presence of more
walkers and bicyclists
influences driver behavior.

Source: “Safety in Numbers: More Walkers and Bicyclists, Safer
Walking and Bicyling,” Injury and Prevention, 2003.

Adding bicycle
facilities on a
street increases
safety for all
users.

Source:
“Statistics Library”, People for Bikes

CHRONIC ILLNESSES, OBESITY,
& PREVENTATIVE CARE
Transit
availability
encourages
an extra 20
blocks walked
per month.

Longer walking
distances are
associated with
riding the BRT
versus the local bus.

Commute
Time &
Distance

Source: “Evaluation of the Safe Routes to Transit Program”, Safe Transportation Research &
Education Center, 2014.

A daily brisk 20-minute walk can reduce the risk of early
death by 16-30%.
Source: “Lack of Exercise Responsible for Twice as Many Early Deaths or Obesity,” University of Cambridge, 2015.

Bicycling has been linked to increased
cognitive function and lower chances of
developing depression and mental illness.
Source: “The Brain Science of Biking,” Shape, 2015.

People who walk or bike are less likely to develop
cancer and heart disease.
Source: “Lack of Exercise Responsible
for Twice as Many Early Deaths or
Obesity,” University of Cambridge, 2015.

Source: “Does Bus Rapid Transit Promote
Walking?,” Journal of Physical Activity and
Health, 2014.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Accessible
Healthy
Food
Sources

Adding bicycle lanes, sidewalks, and
streetscaping encourages walking,
bicycling, and transit use.

Per dollar of transit investment and under
similar conditions, BRT leverages more
transit-oriented development than Light
Rail Transit or streetcars.
Sources: “Transportation Funding and Job Creation,” Smart Growth America, 2011. “More
Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21 North America Transit Corridors, ITDP,
2013.

Each dollar invested on transit was 75%
more effective at putting people to
work than a dollar invested in highway.
Source: “Transportation Funding and Job Creation,” Smart Growth America, 2011.

Source: “Association between active commuting and incident cardiovascular disease, cancer, and
mortality: prospective cohort study,’ British Medical Journal, 2017.

People who visit
shopping districts
by bicycle spend
more money on a
weekly basis than
those who visit by
car. Construction
projects that build
biking and walking
infrastructure also
create more jobs
than do traditional
road projects.

Source: “A Guide to Building Healthy Streets,”
Changelab, 2016.

Adding bicycle
lanes, improving
the pedestrian
experience, and
investing in BRT has
been associated with
increases in retail
sales and decreases
in retail vacancy
rates.

Source: “Measuring the Street,” NYCDOT, 2012.

